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Commencement Remarks

St. Vincent College

Archabbot Nowicki, President Towey, Honored Guests, St. Vincent

Faculty, Students, graduates and family and friends of graduates,

thank you very much for this high honor to be your speaker on this

com mencement ceremony.

It is truly the highlight of my public career, which, as you have been

told, will be ending soon.

I have given a great deal of thought about what knowledge or advice

that I might be able to impart to you young folks who are just starting

your careers from someone who is ending his.

There were so many thoughts that ran through my mind -- tn?hy fits

and starts.

It was very difficult to gather my experiences into some intelligent

message that would make sense and be helpful simultaneously.

The fact that the last commencement speaker is the Leader of the

Free World is not lost me!
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Who am Ito follow the President of the United States --'ta speaker who

arrived here on Air Force One, in a motorcade with Secret Service and

traveling with many staff and media?

People waited around the world to hear what words he would utter

that day - his words could have meant the difference between war

and peace; or misinterpreted, resulted in the U.S. or perhaps the

world economy going into a tailspin.

What on earth could I say or do to top that act?

But upon reflection, I started to think about all the things that the

President and I have in common: we're the same ?ge, we both served

in the military reserve; we both have two daughters; we both have

beautiful wives.

Both of us have also been in public service a long time; and we're

both lame ducks.

Granted, his iob requires a little more knowledge of foreign affairs,

but the again, what does he know about Hunker Borough?

Every night we are enlightened by all the media in the world about his

activities that day.
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!n Harrisburg, by contrast, we are known for our daily effort to try and

avoid the media at al! costs.

And, when there's disaster with national consequences he's

immediately on the scene surveying the damages and pledging the

full efforts of the federal government.

ln Harrisburg, we tray to avert disaster's in the State Capitol every

day.

There are many issues on which I find myself aligned with the

President -- opposition to abortion, support for school choice and

faith based initiatives, and in the defense of marriage -- much to the

consternation of my Democratic colleagues from the southeastern

part of the state.

But admittedly, this war, this preemptive war and it's justification --

how we got there and why we're still there -- is completely lost on me.

Sandy will tell you that l've read just about every book published on

the matter over five years and had to stop for the sake of my own

sanity. '

Conspiracy theories abound and it seems that everyone who ever

worked in the White House or covered the White House for some

news organization in the last seven years has written a book.
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But then something happened that changed my perspective.

About a month ago Sandy and I were at a pro{ife dinner in Pittsburgh,

whose main speaker was Gianna Jessen.

lf you have not heard about this remarkable young lady, please allow

me give you a few details.

She was almost aborted; her biological mother had a saline solution

abortioh, one in which a saline solution is inserted in the uterus for

,eofffiN

She was subjected to this solution for about 18 hours, during which

all of her body was burned inside and out.

The purpose of a saline abortion is to have the mother deliver a dead

baby, which is what happens in d$ percent of the cases.

This procedure, by the woy, is a lawful and common abortion

procedure.

dr!*'"!
But Miss Jessen, miraculously, was bsfn alive.

Moreover, the doctor who performed the abortion was no longer in

the clinic when she was delivered.
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Had he been, he would simply have had the baby set aside and left to

die. - fu eglbrl &N {h% a/,aty'tin -

lnstead. a nurse who was at the clinic called an ambulance and had
i4€ 8

the bW taken to the nearest hospital.

Gianna survived, but she had severe physical problems - cerebr

palsy being the primary one. fra (A6>6 of [-crul< of oA..1r1('sJ i'
al

Mgcnri.

However, as she grew uF, her faith and many years of painful therapy

not only allowed her to learn how to walk - something she was never

supposed to do - but afso4fiHtPmarathon. g,alplvt rP Lrte.

As you can imagine, the emotional struggles she faced were also

significant. She still struggles with many of these things, P1 hliF dou

fldrn r +, rorS

fi: a Rc:ulr of f'*nLu1
But again, her faith, anC the faettl'at she was placed in a foster home

with Miss Penny, who raised her as her own and gave rrett'ddft8tat*D

"tr"ngtnl$*&%ti"nna'e 
rdB&er beth physicalfr a2d emotionally rrd gpe,fr,rl\

to the extent that sincfib e 14,she has been speaking and singing

about her experience of what it is Iike to be a "child of abortion."

But her message is not what you would think. Through her powerful

words and her angelic voice, she delivers a message of hope and

love.
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ln fact, she refers to her cerebral palsy as her gift. ! wonder if !, or any

of you, could view something that causes so much pain and physical

o,'J edgf&Hfli"Sg 
Uffl ,P'

I refer to this remarkable young lady and her life beginnings not

because of how she came to be the main speaker at a p#e{ife dinner, Ne-

attended, but rather because of what she had to say at that dinner -
specifically about President Bush.

SH€, Kug€;iUZ> R 0pl-TFFTER gDoKIL-{ ftfr€/< q-,', fkor"' *rns v'.,hr\r t\u<x-
N\wild h r ll 5r61N t

met the
g[\4-e I\\}pl,i , rN

Pibsident.in4€{
g -'llAE brt\ Ort\,04r00d 9,Ug brQfl,r f\tsoBt-ts\>-o P

he reco h
T wR{

Her description of that encounter with President Bush was truly

amazing to hear.

She said that as he came down the aisle on his way to the stage, he

walked up to her and hugged her and thanked her for coming.

He congratulated her on her life and her strength.

She says she was so overcome with emotion that she was

speechless.

The President ended their brief encounter with by saying: "God Bless

you Gianna."
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Finally, she found her voice and told the President that she would

pray for him. "That's the best thing anyone can do for ffi€," he replied.

Here is the real message that I received that night, listening to Gianna

talk about President Bush: We can certainly disagree about issues,

issues as divisive as the war, but we need not hate.

The fact that someone would believe so sincerely in a cause that,

despite the opposition, the criticism and the persecution directed

toward him, he is willing to fight on in defense of that belief -- that

says something about the character of the mall.

I have to tell you - that was a sort of epiphany for me. That President

Bush, no matter how anyone feels about the war, or the economy, or

tax cuts or minimum wage or children's health care, is a man who is

true to his own beliefs.

He knows how unpopular he is; he knows his legacy may not be what

he once wished, but he believes so strongly in his efforts that he's

willing to be hated anyway.

Don't get me wrong.

! still disagree with the President on severa! issues, including the war,

but that young woman gave me a newfound respect for him. I believe

he is a man of principle and courage who will take on all attacks in
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defense of what he believes is right, and I believe he is worth of our

respect.

I now find it almost funny how that brief period of time listening to

Gianna talk about President Bush had more influence on how I felt

about the man, and his decisions, than the hundreds of hours I spent

reading all those books.

Ladies and gentleman who are graduating today, I don't know any you

personally but my guess is that all of you will have their character and

integrity tested, just as the President has, on numerous occasions.

As you go forward in your lives and careers you are going to have the

opportunity to either remain a person of conviction and courage by

holding dear to your beliefs and fighting for them, or to give in to the

temptations of expediency and convenience and do what others want,

or what you think that they expect.

As many of you may have guessed, I have a strong and abiding faith

in God and in my Church.

I believe with all of my heart that I, we, all of us, need that spiritual

uplift everyday to help us avoid the pitfalls of daily life.

Lately, ih my profession, that uplift I get from my belief and my faith

has been very helpful.
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As all of you know, I'm sure, the General Assembly is going through

some very difficult times right now, and I'm afraid the worst may be

yet to come.

People who I worked with everyday may have taken inappropriate

Iiberties with tax dollars - action that could prove to be illegal.

And those people may end up paying a heavy price personally if that

is true.

But even more troubling is what their actions have done to the entire

Iegislature, which has been painted with the same broad brush.

Regrettably, I think it will take a very long time for this historic

institution to recover from the past few years.

Beginning with a self-serving pay raise, to a misuse of bonus

payments, to questionable employment of relatives, the architects of

these acts have embarrassed all of us in state government.

One has to ask oneself why, of some level, individually or collectively,

these folks did not ask themselves what the consequences of their '

actions might be?

Unfortunately, I think the answer may be very simple: Because they

were not practiced in the art of integrity.
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Had they thought everyone was lookihg, or would look eventually, at

what they were doihg, they probably would not have done these

things.

It's a great Iesson in character and the consequences of being

without it.

And, it's an even better argument for maintaining your integrity, which

I believe basically comes down to this: DO WHAT YOU KNOW IS

RIGHT WHEN EVERYONE IS WATCHING, AND EVEN WHEN NO ONE

IS WATCHING!

I love the Pennsylvania House of Representatives - the beauty of its

architecture, its incredible history and the wonderful chaos that

sometimes is unintelligible and unexplainable.

Bismark's famous quote about two things you never want to be seen

being made are laws and sausage is particularly true on session

days.

Arriving at the Capitol some 19 years ago, I was overwhelmed with the

sense of history and that I was walking in the footsteps of such

famous Pennsylvanians as Benjamin Franklin.

And so I was appalled when on my first days in session I saw a Iess

that idyllic scenario of debate and discord.
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To an outsider, proceedings in the House must sometimes look like a

Chinese fire drill: people at the microphone speaking with only a few

people listening; some members on the phone or huddled in

conversations at strategic locations around the chamber.

At the very least, a session looks impolite - at worst, an out-of-contro!

process. But after 19 years, I see a kind of beauty to the process -
and I know that it often results in real progress.

That's because when the really important things happen, you can be

sure that everyone is paying attention to what is being said.

And, just as importantly, paying attention to who is saying it.

Because it doesn't take',f[, to know which members of the House

are believable -- whose words are sincere and spoken from the heart,

regardless of the issue - and whose are not.

What is it that gives these particular members such command, and

that demands such attention from other members?

Beyond the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, why is it that you

trust anyone more than another - a professor, a CEO, a coach or a

friend?
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Not because you agree with what they are saying - at least not

always.

Not because you know them personally - sometimes there are people

that we instinctively trust and believe the first time we meet them.

why?

What gives you that instinctive confidence about these people that

you do not have for others?

I think that in many cases these people give off such a strong first

impression of integrity that the ability to see good and character that

God has given us immediately picks that up.

And believe me, that is an incredible power that has been given to

us...and to the people we respect.

We have the spirit and the intellect to know who to follow in this life -
even in cases where we have to base that judgment - take that leap of

faith - based on what someone else has told us.

I can tell you that in my case, the realization of this was an epiphany,

something that was very liberating for me.

I realized that I did not have to be so jaded as to be cynical about

everything and everyone.
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I have the ability to know whom is honest and just - and who to trust

- if only ! put my trust in God and the innate ability to see good from

evil, honesty from dishonesty, character and integrity from the lack of

those things.

Gianna Jessen's brief witness to President Bush's character gave me

more faith and trust in the President - and in turn - our government

than I have had in a very long time.

And it's not because of my belief in his course of foreign policy or any

of his other policies for that matter.

It is because that I know that someone with the faith, hope and love-of

Miss Jessen respects the President, and trusts the President.

I know that the President - the man who currently fills that office -
deserves my respect, as well.

What does this mean to you?

What do I want all of you to take away from my admittedly simplistic

and perhaps indecipherable attempt to explain to you something very

important that I have experienced?

l'm not sure.
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To be honest, I suspect that many of you may leave here today not

remembering anything I have said, or worse, leave here remembering

only that some nameless politician from the state legislature gave

your commencement address, and that it must be true what they say

about politicians - they all have their heads where the sun don't

shine.

I truly hope not, because while I may not be the best person to deliver

the message, I do sincerely believe that a small and simple truth that

has been delivered to me is important enough for me to try to deliver

to others.

And that truth is this: personal character and dignity are important,

and deserve to be respected ando more importantly, duplicated by all

of us.

I believe with all my heart that there is a purpose when so many

incredible things come together in such a chain of events - a
miraculous birth that should not have happened; an abortion doctor

who wasn't there to prevent a courageous and rightegus nurse from

doing the right thing; a young woman who had 
"u"rreiKro 

give up

and hate, but instead, kept fighting, and not only loved but continues

to spread that love; a woman like Miss Penny who lovingly raised

Hflil::;:":"Jr'#il:"TJ;il",:"-,2",1!li'.iiiHffi;vr+
- l do not believe it.



Gianna and s6 other roster chirrr"l 
y*:^; 

Gianna meerins the

President of the United States due to his signing legislation finally

outlawing Iive-birth abortions; and finally, as a consequence, my

meeting her.

AII of those seemingly unrelated events are, in fact, all related, and I

believe have a purpose - without a doubt, many purposes.

I believe that at least one of those purposes is to have that young

woman touch people's lives - people like me; and through people like

ffie, to have her touch lives like yours.

I believe I have been given an opportunity - meeting Gianna and

being invited to speak to you today - to give you a message of hope

about our society and the people who lead it as you embark upon the

rest of your lives and your careers.

I believe it is my responsibility to pass along a message to you that

character and integrity are important, if not necessary, to the your

success, as well as the success of our nation and our world.

Character and integrity will be difficult to sustain, but not difficult to

find if you know where to look and how to look.

It took the coming together of many disparate things - problems at

my workplace in Harrisburg, o night at a pro-life dinner, the difference
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between reading everyone else's opinion and trusting my own

judgment - for me to finally see this point as I should have all along.

I will continue to disagree with the President about aspects of the war

in lraq; iust as many people will continue to disagree with me about

abortioh, emergency contraception, transportation issues, and even

paving the streets in Hunker Borough.

I appreciate that reasonable people can, and should, disagree about

these things.

But we need to peel away the cynicism and hate.

For this society to move forward - and for you to move forward

successfully in your lives - you will have to be able to peel away all of

the layers that surround people and issues and find that kernel of

character and integrity.

That is the part of the person you want to emulate, and that is the part

of the person on which you want to model your life.

Solving problems is not based on beating another man's brains out -
it's not a zero-sum game - it's not about winning the argument.

It's about having character and dignity and integrity...and respecting

that in others, even as you wrestle with your disagreements and

problems.
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It's about working with others who have character and integrity to

make yourself more successful person and to make this world a

better place.

While today is a day you'll long remember for its importance in your

life, my speech more than likely will not be something you remember

for long.

That's probably just as well, but I do sincerely hope my jumbled

thoughts have coalesced at least enough to leave you with one simple

notion - even if you eventually cannot remember where it came from:

Do not choose people to emulate in life based on whether they agree

with you, if they are pleasant to be around, if they say or do the right

things in compdny, if they are a good time, if they pay lots of attention

to you.

These things are a great recipe for the guest list at a party, but not for

a mentor, friend or partner.

lnstead, choose people to emulate based on their character and their

integrity...and leave yourself open to see that character and integrity.

Finally, always stand up for the right things - and do the right things -
even when no one is watching.
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Thank you very much.

Congratulations, God bless and good luck to all of you.

###


